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prevailed upon to put a private car at our disposal, and we
started eight hundred miles to the frontier. Our journey was
interrupted here and there by armored trains and troop
movements. I counted a mere few batteries of artillery along
the railway as we moved up. The Chinese troop units were
not much to look at. As in Mexico, humans in China go
military for food and loot.
It was rather painfully evident upon our arrival at the
front with an opportunity to observe the Russians even at
long range, that a war between "our army" and their army
would probably be rather hard on "our army.'* Our friend,
the Chinese general, did not share our view. He was staunch
in the belief that if the Russians came over they would get
the licking of their lives. As a matter of fact neither we nor
the general (if any one would have admitted it) had any burn-
ing desire to see the Russians "come over." Russian planes
flying in good formation surveyed the Chinese forces daily.
Armored cars could be seen in the distance occasionally and the
Red cavalry was doing some scouting on its own account. If
the Russians meant to be serious about an invasion of Man-
churia, it was a fairly safe wager that the Chinese army would
not stand its ground.
Some two hundred miles to the southeast lay the Khinghan
mountain range already partially covered with snow. There
were no passes through which troops might retreat with any
celerity. And after several days with the Chinese troops it
began to appear that the Russians had no immediate intention
of making an attack. So we left the Chinese army sitting
on its haunches at Manchuli and returned to Harbin where
more cables were sent to America to apprise our papers of
the general situation, still ominous but quiescent, These cables
were sent by rail to Dairen on the Kwantung Peninsula, a
territory leased by Japan from Russia after the Russo-

